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Abstract
Interaction and long-term strategies are essential in today’s globalized world, yet both Russia’s foreign policy and its relations with its Western partners are deteriorating. The Russian government frequently sends out controversial messages: from sovereignty, its own agenda, and “a turn to the East,” to coherent integration with the global, or Western, agenda. This is especially true when it comes to education. Russians are highly educated; thus, education is automatically perceived as a soft power tool. However, in reality, major obstacles can emerge. The paper analyzes perceptions and attitudes of foreign students towards
Russia: its image, political system, and role in the contemporary world. A survey conducted in 2017 (online and offline, half-closed anonymous questionnaire N100) involved foreign students, some of whom studied at Russian higher education institutions and some who did not. The students were asked about how they perceived Russia’s role in the modern world, its soft power resources, political regime, and values. The research revealed a clear difference in the perception of those factors. It also showed that educational migration sometimes provides unexpected results that can contradict the aims of Russian education policy.
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**WHEN SOFT POWER IS GONE**

There are a number of reasons for the ongoing reformatting of the world order, including growing uncertainty, a decline in the role of soft power strategies, and a simultaneous comeback of Realpolitik mechanisms. Of the factors behind the instability of the world system, the following are worth mentioning: the polarization of interests and aims of the main global policy actors, growing external and internal contradictions in the European Union and the United States, the increasing role of non-Western countries in the world, the migration crisis, secession processes, and growing populism in Europe (Pantin and Lapkin, 2018).

Professor Richard Sakwa of the University of Kent maintains that the modern Cold War, or “clashes of world orders,” began with the end of the Cold Peace in 2014 (Sakwa, 2019). The current confrontation is more civilizational and axiological than ideological: “fragmented ideas and values enter into dispute,” and identities acquire great importance, thus initiating this standoff.

In short, in the context of civilizational and ideological confrontation, soft power factors play an important role, along with diplomacy, culture, and education.
RUSSIA’S IMAGE

One such factor is the way an individual country is viewed in the world. It is considered an important strategic resource of international influence that ensures the country’s competitive edge and prestige on the world stage, and effective integration with the global market and political system. A competently shaped image of the country guarantees support from the international community in the process of addressing various security issues, as well as economic and political ones of international importance. A good image also makes a country more attractive to foreign investors, skilled specialists, and tourists. This task is becoming particularly hard to cope with amid the United States’ outspoken anti-Russian rhetoric and containment strategy, which it is dictating to the European Union (Atlantic Council Annual Report, 2018-2019).

In a situation like this, one of Russia’s emerging priorities is shaping its internal and external identity, as well as crafting its related image in the process of modernizing society and charting official foreign policy. The way Russia is seen abroad is mostly negative and based on such stereotypes as economic backwardness, brute military force, and authoritarianism (Konstantinova and Martynov, 2008). Also, the image of modern Russia rests by and large upon outdated images and ideas propagated by modern mass culture and the media. At the same time, Russia’s rich cultural and historical heritage and scientific achievements are reason enough to postulate that Russia’s soft power is one of the greatest in the world (Zubov, 2011). The existing ideas of modern Russia and its place in the world, on the one hand, and the awareness of Russia’s cultural and historical contribution to world civilization, on the other, contradict each other in the process of piecing together the country’s integral image. In their coverage of the main ideas, values, and concepts of Russian civilization, the Russian mass media often fail to place the emphases accurately enough.

In shaping a country’s image, an extremely important role is played by the humanitarian vector of foreign policy, in particular, cultural interaction and cooperation in the field of education. Educational migration is a means of exercising economic, political, and cultural
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influence (Astakhov, 2014). Educational migration has enormous prospects for the countries of origin and for the host states, and also promotes a positive dialogue. Additionally, education eases ideological and cultural contradictions and tensions that emerge in the context of the modern upsurge in migration flows and, as a result, of clashes between different civilizational systems.

THE POWER OF EDUCATION

In the context of its foreign policy, Russia considers the development of education and, in particular, its humanitarian aspect, as one of its top priority guidelines, as a number of legal acts clearly indicate. The National Education Doctrine to 2025 proclaims the restoration of Russia’s status as a world power in education, culture, science, and engineering, and lists the economy as a strategic goal (Lexed.ru. 2000). The idea of enhancing Russia’s role in the world humanitarian space was outlined in greater detail in Russia’s Foreign Policy Concept of 2016, which, among other things, stressed such aspects as the promotion of the Russian language and Russian education and science around the world (Mid.ru, 2016).

Special emphasis has been placed on the role of Russian education globally and international cooperation in the field of education. The integration of Russia’s education system with those of other countries on the basis of equality and mutually beneficial cooperation has received regulatory backing (273-fz.zf, 2012). This is why Russia joined the Bologna process at the Berlin meeting of the European countries’ education ministers in 2003. Russian institutions of higher learning participate in academic mobility programs and implement joint educational programs with foreign educational establishments. The government program 5-100 sets the task of maximizing the competitiveness of a group of leading Russian universities on the global market of educational services and research programs. In particular, it encourages Russian universities to internationalize their activity and contests on international rating lists (Project 5-100). In official discourse, the internationalization of education is described as an unconditional and indisputable benefit that defies the criticism
afoot inside the research and education community. That criticism targets the Bologna process and the managerial measures for involving Russian scientists in the international scientific space.

As far as the shaping of Russia’s favorable image is concerned, education can serve as one of the priorities and promising factors. In the process of education students develop an outlook by obtaining knowledge about the surrounding world, gaining emotional experience, and acquiring critical thinking skills. From the standpoint of forming the country’s image, education gives foreign students the chance to not only observe and obtain information, but also to participate proactively in the activities of the host society and become immersed in the social, linguistic, ideological, and cultural environment of the country where they receive education, become socialized, and adjust to alternative lifestyles. In other words, Russian education and educational migration serve as means of propagating Russia’s values, culture, and realities and form the image of modern Russia and Russian society in the minds of young foreign students. Moreover, education is a resource that contributes to creating other countries’ intellectual elites, which incorporate Russian university graduates and promote Russia’s political and economic interests around the world. It also contributes to the emergence of long-term favorable conditions for the development of political, trading, economic, scientific, and technological cooperation between Russia and other countries (Russia.edu.ru, 2002). But how does this all work? What is the mechanism of acquiring and transforming ideological concepts in the process of educational migration, and how effective is it as a soft power tool? None of these questions have clear answers yet. Many dissertations examining the internationalization of education say the latter is not intensive enough.

Currently at the legislative level Russia has not set targets for using education as a way to construct the country’s favorable image abroad, although such aims should obviously be on the agenda as long as a corresponding policy exists. However, none of these goals are properly formulated in legislative or regulatory acts or described in greater detail in education development concepts, educational standards, and
programs, which, in turn, contain no elements of Russian studies. As a result, students’ perception of the host country is spontaneous, and not the result of a well-charted strategy.

RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study is to try to clear up the ideas that young foreigners have about Russia and identify the role of education and educational migration in the process of shaping the country’s international image. The research relied on both theoretical and empirical methods to examine the phenomenon of migration and educational migration, as well as the issues of shaping the country’s image.

In the theoretical research into educational migration, we used both systemic and transnational approaches that best highlight the socio-cultural aspects of migration processes. The systemic approach focuses on the structure and relationships of individuals between themselves and social processes in the context of migration (Samofalova, 2015). In the context of the systemic approach one should emphasize the European theory of labor migration by P. White and R. Woods (1980), the theory of global migration systems by M. Kritz (1992), as well as the theory of the cyclical nature and interdependence of the migration process on other components of the social system by T. Feist (1997). Also, the transnational approach is based on the study of the processes of integrating and assimilating migrants into the host society in the context of globalization. According to Transnationalism: A New Analytic Framework for Understanding Migration (Schiller, Basch and Blanc, 1992), migration works as a mechanism for expanding the space of cultural interactions.

Many works by Russian authors are devoted to the image of the state, its formation, and development. The theoretical approaches to this issue were considered in their writings by A. Krotov, N. Zamyatina, Ye. Petrova, A. Panasyuk, and N. Arbatova. Also, while speaking of historical approaches to the study of such a phenomenon as a country’s image, it is necessary to note the comprehensive concept of defining and promoting the image of Russia by Ye. Galumov, as well as metageography or figurative geography by D. Zamyatin.
The problem of forming the image of any country in general and of Russia in particular is examined in works by such scholars as Ye. Shestopal, A. Graver, D. Leontiev, S. Golunov, E. Astakhov and others. Also, for the present study, of certain interest are works by Ye. Tarasov (2006), which are based on the methods of free associations, groups, and projective methods. The process and specifics of forming a country’s image on the basis of identity and national self-determination are highlighted in the works by G. Weinstein, I. Semenenko, V. Lapkin, V. Pantin, S. Chugrov, and others.

A survey of foreign students conducted at the end of 2017 served as the empirical basis for this study. Questionnaires in Russian, English, and Spanish were distributed among 73 foreign students; 42 of the polled at that moment had studied or were still studying at Russian universities, while 31 others had never studied in Russia. Moreover, among the students surveyed were both those who studied the Russian language at Russian universities and those who had never studied the Russian language or culture. The respondents represented different cultures and ideological systems. The study involved representatives from North America, Latin America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and the CIS.

The respondents were invited to answer eleven questions in the questionnaire, ten of which were close-ended questions and there was one open-ended question. The questions reflected the following aspects: the attitude of the younger generation to Russia as an actor in international relations; the foreign students’ perception of the ideological and ethnic component of Russian society; and those revealing the potential of “soft power” of modern Russia in the world. To process the study’s results, we used a program for statistical data processing called SPSS Statistics. The main criteria for interpreting the results of the study were such parameters as the respondent’s belonging to a particular country/region, as well as the factor of the student’s presence in Russia (whether the respondent studied at Russian universities or not).

WHERE DOES THE NEXT GENERATION GET INFORMATION?
Since the formation of a country’s image in people’s minds occurs on the basis of available information, as well as on acquired emotional
experience, it is very important to know which resource serves as the provider of information in shaping the image and ideas of a given state. This gives a better understanding, firstly, of the process of developing a country’s image and, secondly, of the reasons why a certain image is formed. Russia invests heavily in foreign-language media, primarily Russia Today and Sputnik (Expensive media ... 2019). It is worthwhile to assess their impact on the younger generation and, accordingly, their current and future effectiveness.

According to the study, the Internet, where users independently control the information flow, is the source of information about Russia and events taking place in the country for most respondents (54.8%). Traditional media are the sources of information for 32.8% of the respondents: 20.5% receive information about Russia from the national mass media, and 12.3% of the polled audience use Russian media, including Russia Today. However, for students in CIS countries, Russian periodicals and television are the prime sources of information (66.7% of respondents in the CIS countries said so). Easy access and the popularity of the Russian mass media in CIS countries, as well as the language factor are the reasons for this. In addition, 5.5% of all respondents admit that they know very little about Russia and do not receive any information about the country. It is worth noting that this position is characteristic of foreign students who have not studied at Russian educational institutions and make up 12.7% of the polled respondents who have never been to Russia. In addition to the mass media, Russian literature and movies are the surveyed respondents’ other sources of information about the culture, politics, and lifestyle of Russian society (6.8%).

A number of studies by the Pew Research Center confirm that the Internet is becoming an increasingly popular source of information. A survey of 4,581 participants held in the summer of 2018 found that 68% of American adults use social media as a news portal at least occasionally (Pew Research Center, September 2018). Respondents aged 18 to 49 prefer online resources for obtaining information in different formats: audio, visual, or text. For example, 76% of those questioned in this age group read electronic versions of periodicals on the Internet (Pew Research Center, December 2018).
A Pew Research Center study conducted in Western Europe (Denmark, France, Great Britain, Sweden, Spain, the Netherlands, Italy, and Germany) in the autumn-winter of 2017 indicates that Europeans under the age of 50 use the Internet to get information more often than television or another source. Moreover, the share of respondents under 30 using the Internet as a daily information resource is 73%. In the age group from 30 to 49, 68% use Internet resources. Television, radio, and the print media are used by 38%, 33%, and 12% of respondents aged 18 to 29, respectively. In the group of Europeans from 30 to 49 years of age, the corresponding shares are 61%, 56%, and 22%.

The popularity of the Internet as an information resource is also confirmed by a study conducted by the Levada Center in September 2018 among young people in Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine. The survey results showed that more than half of the respondents (55-60%) use the Internet, in particular, social networks, as the main source of information. According to the Levada Center poll, television has not lost its relevance yet and serves as a source of information for 44% of Russians, 40% of Ukrainians, and 36% of Belarusians. According to the survey, the least popular information resources were the radio and the press (10%-15% of respondents) (Volkov and Goncharov, 2018).

In other words, online resources, including social networks, are by far the most popular information resources for young people around the globe. This trend is natural in modern society, because information technologies today have become widely developed to come into everyday use to take a firm foothold as one of the most popular channels of information and communication for the younger generation. The convenience and universality of Internet resources, as well as a large amount of information concerning all aspects of society’s life contribute to this in many respects (Pew Research Center, October 2018). This fact must be taken into account in determining the strategies to promote the country’s image. For this, foreign language resources, such as Russia Today, Sputnik, and The Moscow Times should generate much more content for the social media targeted at younger users. Just looking at such image pages as “Russians are awesome—We love Russia,” is enough to see that the content is not very diversified; there
are clips about classical Russian culture and architecture, folklore, and military events—parades, weapons, and Victory Day. The content of the national myth that they broadcast is extremely fragmented and quite archaic. It is an image of the past without an image of the present or the future.

A VIEW OF RUSSIA AND ITS PLACE IN THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SYSTEM

Policies pursued in world affairs exert great influence on a country’s image on the global stage. As an independent actor in international relations, modern Russia, for most respondents regardless of the host country where the polled students receive instruction, is a global leader playing a proactive and significant role in world politics (65.8%) (Graph 1). This opinion is shared by most foreign students from Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America (100%, 83.3% and 83.3%, respectively), as well as 66.7% of Europeans and 20% of the surveyed students from North America.

In second place (17.8% of respondents) one finds the opinion that Russia is a country with an ex-superpower complex, which is only trying to influence world politics. Russia is seen as a regional power, with its influence confined to the post-Soviet space, by 8.2% (Graph 1). About 4.1% of the audience look at Russia as a potentially rogue country (Graph 1). Moreover, such an attitude is manifested in answers offered by representatives of the European continent (7.1% of the polled Europeans).

The question about the role of Russia in the modern system of international relations highlights a clear divide between the groups of students who study at Russian universities and elsewhere. The former are more skeptical about modern Russia’s status in the world: only half (50%) recognize Russia as a global leader, 42.9% describe Russia as a regional power, enjoying influence only among CIS countries (11.9%), or as a successor of the Soviet Union without the Soviet potential (31%) (Graph 1). Interestingly enough, this opinion is characteristic only of those surveyed participants who are studying in Russia at the moment or studied there in the past (31% of the polled studying in Russia).
In turn, students who do not study at Russia’s educational establish-
ments are more eager to consider Russia a significant actor in global
politics (87.1%). Opinions of Russia as a regional power or as a rogue
state are very rare (3.2% and 6.5%, respectively), and no one regards
Russia as a country with an ex-superpower complex (Graph 1).

The results demonstrate that in the process of getting first-hand
experience of Russia’s everyday realities, young people are more
skeptical about the potential of Russian society and the state in terms
of both domestic political development and Russia’s role in foreign
policy. The experience of studying in Russia has a more negative
impact on the perception of the country as a global geopolitical power
and a promising center in a multipolar world.

RUSSIA IN THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SYSTEM

In terms of international relations, it is also important to note that
in the modern era of globalization processes, regional unions and
international organizations, and the strengthening and expansion of
bilateral and multilateral relations, have begun to play an increasingly
larger role. The creation of international organizations contributed to
the emergence of a new institution of international communication,
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which today has become one of the “backbone elements of world politics and international relations” (Voronkov, 2015). Moreover, some researchers point to a downtrend in the influence of nation states on world politics and to the formation and development of such centers of power (political and economic) as regional unions and blocs, with common or close cultural and civilizational factors serving as the force that keeps such unions together (Pantin and Lapkin, 2018).

Russia is a member of many international associations and has one of the leading roles in the BRICS group. According to N. Unnikrishnan, the vice president of the Observer Research Foundation, BRICS at the present stage of development is a “good tool” for establishing multipolarity, while the organization’s member-countries should play a role in the world and establish the rules of the world order themselves (Ruskline.ru, 2015).

The respondents were split over the further development of BRICS and its prospects in world politics, with no traces of unanimity for now. 23.3% of respondents view BRICS as a political bloc that can offer a promising alternative model of world development with a potential extending well into the future; 17.8% of foreign students speculate that BRICS is gradually transforming into a bloc of potential strategic
partners where China, and not Russia, will be in the commanding position. The proportion of respondents to these questions who studied and did not study in Russia are very similar (Graph 2).

At the same time, 19.2% of respondents say that BRICS will have economic influence, but no political weight. 24.7% of foreign students say that BRICS today is an abstract set of countries that lack common interests and effective cooperation strategies (Graph 2). Some disagreements on this score are noticeable between the groups of students receiving a Russian education and their counterparts elsewhere. A large number of foreign students in Russia believe that BRICS is nothing but a list of countries without a clear agenda for further development, or they consider the organization as a bloc of states where China rules the roost (Graph 2).

In 2017, Russia’s vector towards interaction with China, known as the “Turn to the East,” was already reflected in the respondents’ answers. Today, the concept of BRICS is gradually fading from the international political agenda, while the trend towards strategic partnership with China is gaining strength.

Regarding the future of Russia in the system of international relations, 56.2% of foreign students are certain that Russia will pursue its own foreign policy aimed at achieving the interests of the state and ensuring the country’s security; 23.3% of respondents say that Russia will enforce its foreign policy in partnership and with the participation of another emerging power—China; 13.7% of the surveyed see Russia’s future as a kind of bridge connecting the West and the East, or, in other words, a broker in world politics; and 4.1% believe that Russia will not be a significant player in the international arena in the future. It is also noteworthy that not a single foreign student surveyed thinks Russia will eventually join the EU (Graph 3).

Such views reflect the current situation. For the older generation, the idea of Russia’s place in Greater Europe and even the European Union was part of the discourse of the 1990s. In fact, these approaches continue to be relevant for certain intellectual circles, for example, members of the European Dialogue expert group. However, for young foreigners in Russia, this agenda is already totally irrelevant.
WHAT DOES RUSSIAN POLITICS LOOK LIKE?

To a large extent a country’s image is determined by the features of its domestic policy and political regime. Modern Russia’s political regime, although defined in the Constitution as democratic, is in many ways different from Western democracies. Currently Russia has developed a unique (Kondrashev, 2013), peculiar, and specific type of political regime combining certain features of democracy and authoritarianism (Baranov, 2017). Such a political regime can be described as hybrid or transitional (Kharitonova, 2017; Dorozhkin, 2016; Skornyakova, 2012) or even a “competitive authoritarian regime” (Levitsky and Way, 2010).

A majority of foreign students surveyed (56.2%) say Russia today has a hybrid regime, a crossbreed of authoritarianism and democracy. This viewpoint is shared by 61.9% of respondents studying in Russia and 48.4% of students who do not study at Russian educational establishments (Graph 4). The description of modern Russia’s system as authoritarianism or an illiberal democracy enjoys support from 100% of respondents from CIS countries. This is a remarkable result that deserves further analysis and research. It requires more detailed, in-depth interviewing.
The idea that Russia’s system is authoritarian is shared by 16.4% of the respondents. Authoritarianism in the Russian political system is most often seen by students who did not study in Russia. They tend to agree with a simplified picture drawn by biased media. Another 5.5% of respondents have the opposite opinion. The way they see it, Russia has a liberal-democratic system. At the same time, 12.3% call Russia’s political system democratic, but with certain specifics (Graph 4).

To sum up the intermediate results, we can conclude that, according to the ideas of foreign students, Russia is a strong state with a hybrid political regime. It will retain one of the key positions in world politics in the future. Most of the surveyed respondents share this vision of Russia. However, in the system of international relations, Russia looks better in the eyes of foreign students who have not studied at Russian universities, although this difference is not significant and can be seen only in answers to certain questions. Students with first-hand experience of studying in Russia naturally see the situation more comprehensively. They are far more skeptical about Russia and its development capabilities. Also, it is much more typical of them to note the democratic features of the modern Russian state.
**CIVILIZATIONAL FACTORS AND RUSSIAN SOCIETY’S VALUES**

Civilizational distinctions between peoples and different ideological and moral guidelines are an important factor for a positive or negative image of the country in question. The nature of Russian civilization is influenced by many factors, including geopolitical position, the multiplicity of ethnic groups and nationalities, multi-confessionalism, the historical past, and cultural heritage.

The surveyed respondents were also asked to determine to which civilization they would attribute modern Russia.

As many as 58.9% positioned Russian society as a unique civilization in its own right connecting Europe and Asia. At the same time, 27.4% of the respondents ranked Russia as a member of the European family of peoples on the basis of cultural and political development. And 6.8% of foreign students attributed Russia to Asia (Graph 5).

The ways in which foreign students at Russian universities and elsewhere see Russia’s civilizational affiliation do not differ drastically. However, it can be noted that the rate of those who noticed the uniqueness of Russia as a civilization is higher among foreign students who did not study in Russia (Graph 5).
It is noteworthy that 100% of the surveyed respondents from CIS countries perceive Russia as a unique civilization, displaying both Oriental and European features. At the same time, 60% of North American students place Russia in Asia, while a third of Europeans regard Russia as a European country.

Such a view of Russia and its place in the world corresponds with the perceptions of the Russians themselves. Over the past decade Russia’s residents have steadily drifted away from Europe in their self-identification. While in 2008, 52% of respondents considered Russia to be a “European country,” in 2019 only 37% said so. Accordingly, the share of those who consider Russia a “non-European” country has increased to 55% from 36%. Russians now look more certain regarding their own identity. When asked “Do you consider yourself a European?” far fewer respondents found it difficult to answer (only 4% today in contrast to 13% before). The respondents who replied “definitely yes” grew by a tiny two percentage points (to 12% from 10%), while the frequency of the answer “definitely not” surged up noticeably to 35% from 21% (Levada, 2019). The policy of building a Russian identity in line with civilizational uniqueness has been productive and brought about corresponding changes in the minds of both Russians and foreigners. Russia’s proactive and independent foreign policy in the Middle East is a major contributing factor.

An orientation towards traditional values, including the protection of the traditional family, gender roles, collectivism, and patriotism is an important component for the Russian state narrative. Also, according to Russia’s National Policy Strategy up to 2025, the goal of Russian national policy is to preserve and support traditional ideological and moral values as the basis of Russian society (Pravo.gov.ru, 2012). Yet Russia these days is witnessing a shift in the ideological orientation of Russians in the context of deep socio-political changes taking place inside the country and around the world (Tishkov, 2018). According to the results of a study by the ZIRCON group, among the values uniting modern Russian society are “one’s own health and the health of the loved ones” (76%) and “family happiness and children” (62%). At the same time, it is characteristic of Russia’s secular society that
religious faith as a value is important to only 6% of respondents, which approximately corresponds to the number of practicing believers. In general, the ZIRCON survey indicates the fragmentation of Russian society in terms of values, which, in turn, testifies to the absence of consolidating factors in the ideological and moral dimension of society. At the same time, the ZIRCON study confirms the traditional character of Russian society, in particular, regarding family values and gender roles: 85% of respondents opposed same-sex marriage, while only 4% support this initiative, and another 7% are ready to allow such marriages only in exceptional cases (Zircon.ru, 2019).

Regarding the appropriateness of pursuing a policy to preserve traditional values in the era of globalization, our survey found no unanimity. For instance, 27.4% of the respondents believe that traditional values are acceptable only for private life, but not at the level of official policy. This opinion is shared by 26.2% of those who studied at Russian universities and 29% of foreign students who do not study in Russia. At the same time, 20.5% of the respondents disagree with such views and consider the preservation and dissemination of traditional values to be correct, because individualism and liberal values adversely affect society and its development. This opinion is shared by 26.2% of the surveyed foreign students living in Russia. Among youth representatives who are not studying at Russian universities, 12.9% said the policy to protect traditional values was right (Graph 6).

Some foreign students believe that the protection of traditional values is not relevant today and leads to the de-modernization of society (19.2%). They believe this is not a sincere viewpoint, because in modern Russian society traditional values are no longer relevant (12.3%). 29% of foreign students who have not studied in Russia think that traditional values in modern society are archaic and any attempt to preserve them leads to social stagnation. By contrast, the rate among those studying at Russian educational institutions is only 11.9% (Graph 6).

It is very appropriate to look at the distinctions in answers that vary from one region of the world to another. The perception of traditional values and attitudes towards them are highly correlated
with the culture of the respondent’s country of origin. For immigrants from CIS countries, Asian countries, and Latin American countries the closest viewpoint is that the “protection of traditional values is right, because liberal values and the values of individual choice will eventually ruin society.” People from Africa and North America are inclined to believe that “the protection of traditional values is not right, because traditional values are possible only in private life and not at the level of official policy.” Also, immigrants from North America and Europe tend to believe that this is “an outdated position, because it pushes the country towards social de-modernization and stagnation.” In general, we obtained a predictable result that enables us to conclude that the process of getting an education does not transform the deep value attitudes associated with ideas of the family, gender roles, etc., acquired in the earlier stages of socialization. In this sense, they differ significantly from political values, which are more often acquired during the education process.

Graph 6. Attitude towards the policy of advocating traditional values in Russia

As far as distinctions in the value preferences of different societies are concerned, 72.6% of foreign students surveyed believe that the value systems of Russian society are different from the values of the society
the respondent belongs to. But at the same time, 54.8% say that values do not differ radically, while 17.8% find this distinction significant; 24.6% believe that values are common, with 4.1% of them certain that values are the same for all people (Graph 7).

When speaking about common values it is worth noting that, despite a shared past, 66.7% of the surveyed students from CIS countries believe that the values of their countries and the values of modern Russia differ, although not fundamentally. That all people share common values is the opinion of half of the respondents from the Middle East, 40% of students from North America, 33.3% of respondents from the CIS and Latin America, and 19.1% from Europe. In the answers to this question, only respondents from the North American region stand out: most of them answered that values vary greatly.

Another special feature of Russian civilization is its ethno-confessional makeup. Russia is home to about 100 indigenous peoples. Also, there are more than 60 peoples and ethnic groups, the bulk of which live outside Russia (Bogoyavlenskiy, 2018). Russia consists of ethnicity-based republics, autonomous districts, and territories. Russia pursues a policy to preserve and develop the cultures of
individual ethnic groups and peoples. Russia’s multi-ethnic and multi-confessional nature can be considered as “its specific civilizational attribute, which in many respects constitutes the country’s advantage” (Mchedlova, Gavrilov and Shevchenko, 2015).

Asked if the ethnic diversity of Russian society is an advantage in the era of globalization or whether it breeds tensions and conflicts in society, a majority of respondents (58.9%) said this diversity is an advantage, while just 5.5% believe that it is an obstacle to the further development of Russia. Another 19.2% see ethnic diversity as a source of social conflicts and tensions (Graph 8).

Among those who studied at Russian universities, 64.3% positively assess the existence of many ethnic groups in Russia, while 2.4% see this as an obstacle to the modernization of society. In the group of students who did not study in Russia, the rates were 51.6% and 9.7% (positive and negative perceptions, respectively). Moreover, almost a quarter (23.8%) of foreign students with the experience of living in Russia point to multi-ethnicity as a source of conflicts in society. Among foreigners without a record of studying in Russia, the rate is 19.2% (Graph 8).
The greatest distrust towards multiethnicity as a source of contradictions and conflicts was expressed by students from CIS countries (33.3%). Representatives from the Middle East and North America, on the contrary, overwhelmingly said that Russia’s great variety of ethnic groups was an advantage in the context of globalization (83.3% and 80.0% respectively).

As one can see, most respondents recognize the uniqueness of Russian civilization and the advantage of a multiethnic society in Russia. However, not all representatives of young foreign students share Russia’s policy of preserving traditional values, although they acknowledge that the value systems of different communities do not differ radically. Foreign students’ pessimism regarding the protection of traditional values in Russian society to some extent reflects the mood of Russian society itself, where skeptical views about the sincerity and the need for a state policy to protect traditional values have been growing in recent years, especially among the younger generations.

RUSSIA’S SOFT POWER
Soft power policy is one of the key factors for a positive image of a state beyond its borders.

The concept of “soft power” was first used by Joseph Nye in his book *Bound to Lead: The Changing Nature of American Power* (1990). Subsequently he developed this concept in *Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics* (2004). Nye defined “soft power” as “the ability to achieve goals through attraction rather than coercion” (Nye, 2004). In the studies of Russian scientists, “soft power” most often refers to “non-military methods of influencing the opposite side” (Lebedeva, 2017).

For modern states, the “soft power” policy is especially relevant. It is an integral component of the foreign policy of countries as a whole and makes it possible to achieve longer-term results (Lebedeva and Kharkevich, 2014). Soft power in information society is becoming “one of the most important resources of influence” (Ponomareva, 2016).

Russia has an enormous potential and vast opportunities for using “soft power” in its foreign policy (Lebedeva and Kharkevich, 2014), which, however, remain largely untapped. The main sources of
Russia’s “soft power” are diplomacy, cultural and historical heritage, and education. Since 2016, Russia has been included annually in the global Soft Power 30 index, compiled by the British PR agency Portland Communications and the USC Center on Public Diplomacy, which ranks the 30 most influential countries of the world in soft power terms. Russia was in 27th place in 2016. In 2017, it was 26th, and 28th in 2018.

In the reviewed survey, the existence of effective soft-power factors in Russia was recognized by 58.9% of the polled foreign students. However, 34.2% of them believe that Russia’s modern soft power is based, first of all, on the achievements of the past—a rich history and classical culture. Accordingly, 24.7% believe that in the modern world Russia’s soft power is among the most significant ones. A negative, repulsive image of Russia is noted by 11% of students from foreign countries, while 21.9% believe that Russia’s image is balanced by negative and positive factors (Graph 9).

At the same time, most foreign students studying in Russia recognize the presence of soft power in modern Russia only by virtue of the previous merits of the state (40.5%) (Graph 9). As many as 66.7% of CIS respondents say so, too. The largest percentage of foreign students who do not study in Russia say Russia’s soft power factors are among the most significant ones in the modern world (32.3%) (Graph 9).
Four in ten respondents (41.1%) agree that the main potential of Russia’s soft power lies in its cultural and historical heritage and arts, and 27.4% of respondents perceive Russian soft power as an alternative to Western liberalism. Innovations, including IT technologies, and education are poorly represented (9.6% and 8.2%, respectively), while religion was not marked by respondents as a resource of soft power in Russia at all (Graph 10).

Those who studied in Russia and others who did not are divided over the potential of modern Russia’s soft power. More than half of foreign students at Russian universities (52.4%) agree that Russia’s soft power should be looked for in its culture and arts, while 51.6% of respondents who have never been to Russia see the potential of Russia’s soft power as an alternative to Western liberalism (Graph 10).

Graph 10. The potential of the Russian "soft power"

While both groups of respondents—students who did not study at Russian universities and others who study in Russia—admit that Russia has soft power, significant disagreements were highlighted regarding the nature of soft power. These factors, according to the results of the study, can be considered in the context of three aspects: 1) the soft power of Russia as one of the most significant in the modern world; 2)
the soft power of modern Russia is based on the merits of past years, including cultural heritage; 3) Russian soft power as an alternative to Western influence.

ASSOCIATIONS

The open-ended question implied that respondents would name up to five characteristic words that they associate with Russia.

In response, 156 associations were formulated on the basis of which one can say there is a wide variety of ideas foreign student have about Russia. Students studying in Russia offered 109 answers, while students who did not study in Russia formulated 69 associations.

Based on the answers received, several groups of associations can be distinguished: political (“power,” “counter-power,” “authoritarianism”), socio-economic (“corruption,” “inequality,” “sanctions”), climatic and geographical (“cold,” “big,” “snow”), cultural and scientific-technological (“Dostoevsky,” “culture,” “Gagarin,” “space”), ethnological (“multi-national,” “Russianness”), historical (“USSR,” “revolution,” “Zhukov”), stereotypical symbols (“matryoshka,” “balalaika,” “bear”), etc.

Vladimir Putin was the most frequently mentioned association with Russia among foreign students. The answer “Putin” was repeated 13 times (17.8% of respondents). The second most frequent answer
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was “USSR,” with which 12.3% of respondents associate modern Russia. The word “power” was mentioned eight times. Also, the list of most popular characteristics included “cold” (six references), “oil,” “communism,” “power,” “counter-power,” and “traditionalism” (five references each) (Graph 11).

In the answers offered by students who studied in Russia, “Putin” is also the most frequent association (16.7% of respondents), while in the answers by those who did not study at Russian universities, “Putin” (19.3%) follows the term “power” (22.6%), which is mentioned most often (Graph 12).

Russia is associated with the USSR mainly in the minds of those students who studied or study in Russia (six references). Those who do not study in Russia mentioned the concept “Communism” more often (four times) than “USSR,” which was mentioned three times, as often as “revolution” and “homophobia.” Also, among the answers by those who did not study in Russia, the term “counter-power” was quite popular, while no such association is found in answers by foreign graduates and students of Russian universities. The list of associations mentioned by foreign students studying in Russia included such labels as “oil,” “big,” “beautiful,” “cold,” “power,” and “culture.” Such
associations are weaker in the group of foreign students who did not study in Russia (Graph 13).

Among the associations that are unique to foreign students who do not study in Russia, one can single out such categories as “counter-power,” “alternative model,” “anti-Americanism,” as well as “other” and “uniqueness.”

At the same time, stereotypical ideas about Russia are present in most answers of those respondents who studied in Russia. They include such words as “matryoshka,” “birch tree,” “bear,” etc., which are not found in the answers of young foreigners who do not study at Russian universities. “Balalaika” is the sole exception. It is worth noting that such stereotypes about Russia as “cold” and “vodka” are found in both cases, but they figure more often on the list of associations mentioned by students studying in Russia.

In a word, it can be noted that the group of respondents who do not study in Russia tends to opt for ideologically loaded associations, while those who studied in Russia pay more attention to emotional, aesthetic, and geographical factors.

* * *

This survey identified three aspects of how Russia is perceived in the minds of foreign students: 1) Russia as a world power with its own policy; 2) Russia as a country with a former great power complex; and 3) Russia as an alternative to the Western world.

Most foreign students see Russia as a strong state with global influence. The prevailing opinion is that Russia will retain one of the leading positions at the global level in the future. Insignificant disagreements occurred on the issue between students who studied at Russian universities and those who did not. Moreover, those who lived in Russia are less optimistic about the role of Russia in world politics. Foreign students studying at Russian universities more often speak about Russia as a country with a former great power complex.

The same tendency is observed on the issue of Russia’s soft power. With a certain degree of abstraction three aspects can be singled out: 1) Russia’s soft power as one of the most significant in the modern
world; 2) the soft power of modern Russia is based on the merits of the past, including its cultural heritage; 3) Russian soft power as an alternative to Western influences.

Foreigners who studied in Russia mostly see the potential of Russian soft power in the historical and cultural heritage, while students who have not studied at Russian universities tend to contrast Russia’s soft power factors with Western liberalism. Nevertheless, the presence of soft power resources in modern Russia is recognized by both groups of respondents.

Also, as a result of the conducted survey, it was found that although a majority of respondents recognize the civilizational uniqueness of Russia, they do not see fundamental distinctions between the values of Russian society and the society to which they belong. Moreover, Russia’s traditionalism-based values are not shared by all survey participants. They describe the Russian authorities’ policy to protect and disseminate traditional values as wrong, insincere, or outdated.

The divergence of opinions between students who study in Russia and elsewhere is noticeable when it comes to associations. Representatives of foreign youth studying in Russia rely more on their first-hand, day-to-day experience and the emotional component. This is not so with foreign students who do not study in Russia. They tend to associate Russian society with notions based on different ideologies. As a result, foreign students who study in Russia more often refer to it as a country with a former great power complex. Most of those who have not studied in Russia think that Russia is a kind of alternative to the West and Western values.

By and large the study found that modern education at Russian universities does not fully contribute to shaping foreign students’ positive perception of Russia. While no such task is set to the Russian education system at the legislative level, it is precisely education that can become an effective resource that may help young foreign students develop a positive image of the Russian state.

The study highlighted a number of shortfalls and the need to make adjustments to both the questionnaire and the sample audience. The age criterion turned out to be irrelevant within the framework of this
study, because no significant distinctions were identified in different age
groups. For this reason, age was not included in this report of the survey.

In the future, researchers will attempt to probe into the role and
influence of educational migration as a resource to spread the cultural-
and-value message of Russian civilization among foreign students.
Plans are in place for a wide-scale survey with a large representative
sample and one which is much wider in geographical scope. The next
survey will also emphasize the quality of questions, mostly open-
ended ones, and thorough analytical work.
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